Welcome to Zomb's Lair!
v2 - Updated on 4/17 to now use Retroarch for all games, improve shaders and bezels, remove Genocide 2 (DOS) - which is basically identical to the x68000 version - and add ASuite for configuration/management

This is an installation package for a collection of mecha-themed beat em ups, which will allow them to be played on modern versions of Windows, with easy to use desktop and/or start menu shortcuts and an uninstall option for quick removal. Astrocounter of Crescents is English patched, with fixed scrolling and music. Antimicro is used to add joystick controls to the DOS games. My own custom bezels and shaders are included.

The games included are:

Astrocounter of Crescents (DOS)
Genocide (x68000)
Genocide 2 (x68000)
Mad Stalker: Full Metal Forth (x68000)
Mad Stalker: Full Metal Force (PSX)
Zyclunt (DOS)

Genocide 2 (x68000) requires some disk-swapping. On the first request to change, you'll need to change it to what will say "Disk 3 of 4" on screen. To do this, press either (based on a 360/XB1 controller):

1) back + right bumper to eject -> back + Y for next disk or back + X for previous disk -> back + right bumper to insert.

2) numpad * (asterisk) + numpad 0 to eject -> numpad * (asterisk) + numpad 8 for next disk or numpad * (asterisk) + numpad 7 for previous disk -> numpad * (asterisk) + numpad 0 to insert.

The short version for the first disk change (because you have to change it from 1 to 3) would be:

Back + RB -> Back + Y -> Back + Y -> Back + RB

or

* + 0 -> * + 8 -> * + 8 -> * + 0

To select special weapons in the game, press down + A + Y.

When prompted to configure the controller after starting Astrocounter of Crescents just press spacebar/B on the controller (360/XB1) to continue.

You can't choose different mechs to use in Mad Stalker: Full Metal Force by default, but you can do so with a cheat code. The specific codes that can be used can be found in "Full Metal Force Codes" in the Launcher under "Docs".

ASuite is a lightweight, open-source, portable launcher which is included to allow you to choose which game to launch, configure their shader/bezel settings, and access this readme.

Please note that the shaders "Neuromancer", "Snow Crash", and "Razorgirl" in Retroarch will not work with onboard video - dedicated video hardware is required. If you do not meet this requirement and have one of these shaders set, it will simply be disabled when playing. The shaders "Decker" and “Hyllian-Multipass” should work regardless of video hardware. Note that all of these (other than Hyllian-Multipass) are somewhat system intensive, however. If performance on your computer is poor, try starting the launcher and selecting one of the "No shader" or “Hyllian-Multipass” options. You can also try setting Hard Sync to Off, though this increases input latency a little bit so you generally want to leave it on if possible.

You can quit the game immediately via numpad * (asterisk) + ESC or back+LB (based on a 360/XB1 controller) on a controller.

Zomb's Lair is the passion project of a long-time PC gamer dedicated to bringing old classics to a modern audience, while eliminating all of the hurdles that that normally entails.

More info below:

Astrocounter of Crescents: http://www.hardcoregaming101.net/korea/part2/games-other3.htm

Genocide / Genocide 2: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoom_(company)#

Mad Stalker: Full Metal Forth/Force: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mad_Stalker:_Full_Metal_Forth

Zyclunt: http://www.hardcoregaming101.net/korea/part2/company-phantagram.htm#zyclunt

Retroarch: https://www.retroarch.com/

Antimicro: https://github.com/AntiMicro/antimicro

ASuite: http://www.salvadorsoftware.com/asuite

Zomb's Lair Website: https://www.zombs-lair.com/

Zomb's Lair Archive: https://archive.org/details/@zomb_apos_s_lair

